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2005 Public Dance Award, 22. Dance Week Zagreb, Croatian Institute for Movement and Dance 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ARTISTIC INTENTION  
Four bodies given over to the dance, reveal what has taken refuge behind the strange, white skin : muscle, water, breath, 
energy, an outlook on life, so alive and aware of the other, in spite of or maybe because of a need to not be entirely 
alone. Amour, acide et noix speaks of solitude but also and most specifically of the infinite tenderness of touch, the 
harshness of life and the desire for avoidance or escape from these bodies, often so heavy.  
Amour, acide et noix presents nudity as the only true alternative to the reading of the body, frank and free of false 
modesty. Is not the skin the one true body costume ? 
 
‘’ Amour, acide et noix, is the weight of aloneness and the irrepressible desire for the other. It is also an intensity of life, particular to 
young people and extremely acute. The skin, here, constitutes the real costume of the dance. In fact, the nudity reveals what is hidden 
underneath: a fragility and an infinite tenderness, in spite of the implacable hardness of life. ‘’ 

- Daniel Léveillé 

Léveillé nous prend par la main et nous emmèe - et ce si facilement - vers des états 
émotionnels difficiles qui sont caractéristiques de notre condition humaine. Voilà le fil 
conducteur qui passe à travers l’ensemble de son œuvre et qui définit sa contribution.  
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CREDITS 
Dancers at creation Jean-François Déziel, David Kilburn, Ivana Milicevic, Dave St-Pierre 
Light design    Marc Parent 
Music    Four seasons by Antonio Vivaldi 
Rehearsal Director  Marie-Andrée Gougeon (at creation) ; Sophie Corriveau (at rerun) 
Technical director David Desrochers 
Production  Daniel Léveillé danse 
Development Marie-Andrée Gougeon, George Skalkogiannis 
Support at creation of  Agora de la Danse (Montreal), Université du Québec à Montréal Dance Department  
  
   
 

QUOTES 
“ [Daniel Léveillé] has remained true to his overriding principle of exploring the human condition through dance that is 
raw, immediate and vulnerable. The dancers are not men and women, but microcosms for humanity as a whole. “ - The 
Globe and Mail, Toronto 
 
“ All this is as disturbing as it is compelling. Léveillé isn't just showing passive spectators a world of naked people; he 
forces us into the participatory act of confronting our taboos and desires. “ - The Village Voice, New York 
 
“ [Daniel Léveillé] challenges us with a choreography that captures the imagination. “ - Der Standard, Vienna 
 
“ […] releases a rage hard as steel and, paradoxically, soft as the skin. “ - Le Monde, Paris 
 
“ Amour, acide et noix  is clearly about being and not the appearance of being; it is a work that reinvests the body with 
all of its beauty, andbeing with all of its strength and human dignity By giving the body – or giving it back – its voice, 
Léveillé succeeds,  all at once, in touching on human being as a whole. “ - Le Devoir, Montréal  
 
“ Only the next morning does the complex arrangement of feelings inside me clarify. I have felt this before and am able 
to name it. It is heartbreak. “ - The Dance Insider, New York 
 
 “A body that rips through space, a vitality that’s held back, an thrilling urgency… ” – Rosita Boisseau, Télérama 
 
 

ABOUT DANIEL LÉVEILLÉ 
A well known Montréal choreographer and dance teacher, Daniel Léveillé exclusively holds an original position on the 
Canadian contemporary dance scene. Over the past 40 years, he has created more than thirty works performed by 
talented dancers, thus contributing to the evolution of this living art form. In 2001, Amour, acide et noix confirms his 
reputation on the international scene in a spectacular way. He then presented The Modesty of the Icebergs (2004) and 
Twilight of the Oceans (2007), the two others works of his trilogy Anatomy of the imperfection. With these works, he 
develops a style made of repetitions and short movements, he creates choreographies that reach the borders of the 
impossible, that help to reveal the beauty of the human being in all his imperfections and he chooses nudity as the only 
possible costume in order to avoid any possible dissimulation. Solitudes Solo (2012) marks the beginning of a new cycle 
of creation, made of more fluid gestures and the return of a costume other than nudity, that eloquently reaffirms that we 
can do and say a lot with just a few things. This new cycle continues with Solitudes Duo (2015). 
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ON TOUR 
WORLD PREMIERE | February 21, 2001 | Agora de la Danse (Montréal, Canada) 
 
2016 |  Théâtre La Chapelle (Canada) 
2013 |  Association pour la danse contemporaine (Switzerland) / Cultuur Centrum Kortrijk (Belgium)  
2012 |  Shin Theatre (South Korea) / SIDance Festival (South Korea) / Festival Salihara (Indonesia) / Janeiro de Grandes  

Espectaculos (Brazil) / Teatro Santa Rosa (Brazil) / SESC Caruaru (Brazil)   
2011 |  Tanz im Bern (Switzerland) / Flexx Festival (Canada) / Festival des arts multiples et de danse de Marseille 

(France) / Fondation Tapias (Spain) / Mercat de les Flors (Spain) / Hellerau (Germany) / 
2010 |  Dance Umbrella (United Kingdom) / Festival of New Dance (Canada) / Dance Week Zagreb (Croatia)  / Biennale 

di Venezia (Italy) / CCN Franche-Comté (France) / Theater im Pumpenhaus (Germany) / Théâtre de la Bastille 
(France) / Fabrik Potsdam (Germany) / Wiosny Festival (Poland) 

2009 |  Lila Lopez Festival (Mexico) / Festival Extremadure (Mexico) / Dublin Dance Festival (Ireland)  
2008 |  December Dance (Belgium) / Dansens Hus (Sweden) / Festival Punto Aparte (Spain) 
2007 |  Mousonturm (Germany) / Teatro Libero (Italy) / 
2006 |  L’espal Scène nationale (France) / Kiasma Theatre (Finland) 
2005 |  RegensburgerTanzTage (Germany) / MusikTheater (Denmark) / ImpulsTanz (Austria) / The Suzanne Dellal 

Theatre (Israel) / Karmiel Festival (Israel) / Dance Week Zagreb (Croatia) / Exodos Festival (Slovenia) / Tanz im 
Bremen (Germany) / Gran Theatre (Denmark) / Les Hivernales (France) / ArtDanThé (France) 

2004 |  Live Art Productions (Canada) / Maison de la culture Frontenac (Canada) / New Moves Territories (United 
Kingdom) / Dance Works (Canada) / Brian Webb Dance cie (Canada) / Vancouver cultural east centre (Canada) / 
Fête de la Danse (Ireland) / ArtDanThé (France)  

2003 |  Milano Oltre (Italy) / Festival international de Lausanne (Switzerland) / Danspace Project (USA)  
2002 |  Transcodex (Italy) / TanzQuartier (Austria) / Dance 2002 (Germany) / Festival Danse Canada (Canada) / 

Rencontres chorégraphiques internationales de Seine-Saint-Denis (France) 
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ARTISTIC STATEMENT 
 
For me, the act of creating and life instinct are intimately linked to each other – creative activity being essentially 
desire being brought into play. Creating is trying to express what is essential, what is at the heart of passion, while 
knowing very well that every work results from an act of faith and that because I am never able to truly “say”, I will 
always have to start all over again. 

In my personal life as in my professional life, I am constantly asserting my freedom to act, to say and to do – that 
freedom that will let me follow my instincts and immediately respond to the demands of the pursued choreographic 
object. There is no need for me to try to integrate materials other than dance itself within my works. I consider dance as 
a neverending source of fascination and it is therefore truly at the heart of my creations. 

The creative energy that underlies my choreographic work is a product of the emotions created by singular – sometimes 
romantic – encounters with others, and what innervates my writing and creation process is the sometimes painful, 
sometimes jubilatory, outcome of these encounters. 

Creating dance is hoping to gain access to the unnameable, to grasp its state, its thrill and its emotion through bodies 
given to dance in the immediacy of the work in progress. My greatest challenge is to give back the memory of what 
arose during the creation in such a manner that there is a transmission, a public work. 

The main goal of my creative work is to put forward a form of dance that experiments with the body in all its aspects : 
its way of feeling space, its appearance at rest or during effort, its breathing, its thrust, its fall, its abandon on the floor. 
There is also on my part a quest for a primary or primal expressivity that attempts to go beyond the overabundance of 
signs, and for a theatre-like expression that does not emerge from the narrative, nor from the relations between bodies, 
nor from the intensity of bodies abandoned to themselves. The ultimate expression of desire and the absolute need for 
the other are themes that are present throughout my work. Finally, the quest for the object of desire and its correlated 
madness bring me to brush against the fascinating beauty of bodies, to tightly crop what is seen, to multiply the viewing 
angles, to eliminate all noise and artifice, to transform the space of dance into a place conducive to generating a 
language that can dare try to access purity. 

My choreographic writing develops itself through structural work on syntax and punctuation that is at once simple and 
complex. Nothing is left to chance. This essential and always mysterious part of creation consists in finding, for each 
performer, the hard core out of which expression will flow, the intention of the movement or the movement of the 
intention. Freedom is born out of constraints and constraints call for the surpassing of oneself. This dictum is the basis 
of my creative process. I try to apprehend the body in its entire “physicality” to render its raw eloquence. For only stage 
decor, there are the multiple subtle declinations of light and the presence of baroque, classical or romantic music and 
pop songs which attempt to connect an indefinite past with our present to situate the contemporary work beyond time 
while still reaching out to the spectator. 

Beyond the obvious content of my dance pieces, I always ask myself the same questions : What is dance? What is its 
territory and what are its limits? What is the latent content of choreography? What is the scope of theatricality in dance? 
How does the performer act during the creation process and on stage? What underlies the performer’s duality of 
emotions and movements? 

My work with the performers is the cornerstone of my research process. With them, I am trying to identify the essence of 
a certain vitality and the state of their being, to materialize the affect specific to the performer’s physical and mental 
body, in the immobility as in the initiation of a movement, but also in its abandon. Ideally, there would be no 
discrepancy between the temperaments of the performers and their performances in the piece. 

- Daniel Léveillé 
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Incidence 

Daniel Léveillé’s persistent artistic journey, his rigorous and demanding choreographic writing that makes no 
concessions – this is what defines the position of a creator who refuses the art of compromise that too often 
characterizes our era. His way of doing things and of perceiving the world is beyond time, fashion and trends. 

In each of his works, Daniel Léveillé puts into question the human being and the body, and also the society and world in 
which this body exists. He is constantly questioning dance itself – its nature, its essence, its function – even if this 
implies that his output must be radical, obsessive and provocative. From one work to the other, he exceeds our 
expectations, deepening the limits of what is possible for himself by pushing further back the framework of his 
creations, therefore opening new artistic perspectives. 

The choreographer’s singular, unique and uncompromising approach is remarkable. His manner of being and of doing 
things is a very stimulating and positive reference for the entire dance community of Quebec and Canada. Because he 
has held for 22 year (1990-2012) the position of professor at the Université du Québec à Montréal dance department, 
Daniel Léveillé is in constant dialogue with creative youth. Over the past two decades, he has therefore been able to 
observe, evaluate and question the role and future of our most promising performers and creators. He knows very well 
the difficult reality of developing and maintaining an enduring presence in the field of national and international 
contemporary dance. 

Who are the visionary artists of today and tomorrow? What are the best tools that can ensure their artistic development 
in relation to the evolution of performing arts on the contemporary scene and in relation to the economical constraints 
of our times? What are the alternative modes of operation that can help these performers and creators fully develop? 
These are some questions that are close to Daniel Léveillé’s heart. 

He also recognizes that the main factor contributing to the emergence of today’s and tomorrow’s innovative artists is 
the continuity of the support they are given. Therefore, Daniel Léveillé and Marie-Andrée Gougeon, General Manager at 
Daniel Léveillé Danse, introduced in 2004 a program offering support, and technical and administrative resources. This 
program named “Sponsorships” immediately achieved success and is now an essential component of the company’s 
activities, a component that naturally carries out Daniel Léveillé’s desire for a transmission of knowledge from one 
artistic generation to the other. 

 

REPERTOIRE 

LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS  | 1982 and 2007 

AMOUR, ACIDE ET NOIX | 2001 

LA PUDEUR DES ICEBERGS  | 2004 

CRÉPUSCULE DES OCÉANS  | 2007 

SOLITUDES SOLO  | 2012 

SOLITUDES DUO  | 2015 
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FULL BIOGRAPHY  

DANIEL LÉVEILLÉ | DLD Founder and Artistic Director   

Born November 24, 1952, Sainte-Rosalie, Quebec. 
 
Dancer; choreographer; teacher; Daniel Léveillé Danse's Artistic 
Director; visual artist. In 1977, Daniel Léveillé abandoned his 
architecture studies to begin dance training with Lawrence Gradus at 
the Entre-Six Dance Company, and with Martine Époque at Groupe 
Nouvelle Aire. He danced briefly for the GNA (1979-1980), but his 
interest was in creation and he choreographed his first pieces for the 
Choréchanges : LE BAS ROUGE DE BÉATRICE, with Louise Lecavalier and 
OCRE (1978). From 1978 to 1981, he was one of the dancers chosen by 
Françoise Sullivan on the occasion of her return to dance. His working 
experience with this woman, whose artistic vision fell outside 
traditional formalism and fashions, would play a determining role in his 
future as a creator. 

Daniel Léveillé, independent choreographer 
In 1981, he founded his own company, Daniel Léveillé Chorégraphe Indépendant. The name was changed briefly to La 
compagnie Léveillé-Laurin in 1984, and then later that year to O Vertigo when Ginette Laurin became Artistic Director. 
Before founding Daniel Léveillé Danse in 1991, Daniel Léveillé worked as an independent choreographer, creating 
personal projects as well as works commissioned by other companies and artists across Canada, including Montréal-
Danse, Le Groupe de la Place Royale, Fortier Danse Création, and Winnipeg's Contemporary Dancers. He also worked on 
plays directed by Denis Marleau and Claude Poissant. In 1988 he joined the faculty of the Université du Québec à 
Montréal Dance department, teaching composition and creating choreographies for his students, including L'EXIL OU LA 
MORT (1991) and UTOPIE (1997). These pieces were later produced professionally, most notably at the Festival 
International de Nouvelle Danse (FIND). His first works were short, intense and raw, reflecting the powerful theatrical 
trend of the early 80s : VOYEURISME deals with emotional and sexual solitude; L'INCESTE is a duet for Ginette Laurin 
and Gilles Simard; FLEUR DE PEAU features four male dancers veering between tenderness and violence; L'ÉTREINTE 
was inspired by an Yves Navarre novel; BUT I LOVE YOU and ÉCRIS-MOI N'IMPORTE QUOI tackle eroticism, 
marginalized sexuality and explosive passion, subjects seldom portrayed on stage at the time. LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS 
(1982) will be an exception to those themes. 
 
How does an emotion move ? 
This period of dense, grueling subject matter and narrative drama was followed by a time of reflection, during which the 
choreographer asked himself : "How does an emotion move?" He began to elicit spasms, jolts, shivers and screams from 
his dancers, using repetition of movement as a method of composition. TRACES I, II, III, IV, V, VI (1989) represents his 
major work in this vein of research. Resulting from improvisations based on his drawings, it is both minimalist and 
excessive, as are most of Daniel Léveillé's works. Indeed, almost all of his choreographies are marked by this give and 
take, this tension between excess and restraint, seldom yielding to lyricism except in choice of music - perhaps the sole 
refuge for emotion in his works. 
 
 
 
 
 

© Émilie Tournevache 
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A cycle marked by uncompromising aesthetic choices 
Since 2001, the naked body has become the choreographer's material of choice, perhaps even the major theme of his 
work. In AMOUR, ACIDE ET NOIX (2001) and LA PUDEUR DES ICEBERGS (2004), the body is exposed as an almost clinical 
object, grimly conspicuous and white, virile and vertical yet softly trembling with inner organic turmoil. Forever 
following the same paths, ever repeating the same leaps, the same subdued moves in clean straight lines, its orifices 
and palpitations exposed, the body reveals its strange unsettling beauty and fragility. This radical display is contained 
within a strictly defined spatial composition which serves to accentuate its asceticism while questioning any voyeuristic 
temptation. With his demanding and uncompromising aesthetic choices, Daniel Léveillé stands as a singular figure in 
Quebec dance. Not the most prolific of choreographers, he has chosen to stay away from the company-driven art market 
which requires artists to produce works regularly and rapidly. But success has caught up with him as AMOUR, ACIDE ET 
NOIX has garnered increasing international recognition. 
Since 2002, his company has considerably grown. With the support of new partners like Danspace Project of New York, 
the CanDanse Creation Fund, ImpulsTanz, Salzburg scenen, the Festival TransAmériques, Agora de la Danse, and the 
Council for the Arts from Canada, Quebec and Montreal, he signs La pudeur des icebergs(2004) and Crépuscule des océans 
(2007), which form, with Amour, acide et noix, a trilogy titled "Anatomy of the imperfection" presented at the Dance 
Venice Biennale in 2010. 
 
A new cycle 
Solitudes solo (2012), crowned best choreographic work 2012-2013 by Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec, marks 
the beginning of a new cycle of creation, made of more fluid gestures and the return of a costume other than nudity, 
that eloquently reaffirms that we can do and say a lot with just a few things. This new step, Solitudes duo (2015), 
questions the nature of relationships possible in a world where the omnipresence of technology isolates. The couples 
expose the heartfelt state of love and the complexity of different relationships.  
 
Supporting the production and diffusion of works 
With this new momentum, the choreographer's recognition on the Canadian dance scene is clearly signified once more, 
and Daniel Léveillé goes further. He sets off on a new adventure : supporting the production and diffusion of works by 
innovative artists in performing arts. Interested inthe evolution of the artistic community and its future, Daniel Léveillé 
recognizes that the main contribution capable of promoting the emergence of today's and tomorrow's innovative artists 
is the continuity of the support they are given. And this support is more significant if it is there when events call for it. 
In this regard, Daniel Léveillé danse has pursued, since 2005, a unique experimental adventure, that of producing works 
signed by talented performing artists from the Quebec scene, at the national and international levels, like Nicolas 
Cantin, Stéphane Gladyszewski,  Frédérick Gravel, Étienne Lepage, Dana Michel. 
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2004 Dora Mavor Moore award, in category "Outstanding New Choreography " 

2005 Public Dance Award, 22. Dance Week Zagreb, Croatian Institute for Movement and Dance 
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D A N C E

On and Under the Skin
AMOUR, ACIDE ET NOIX

Choreography : Daniel Léveillé. Dancers :
Jean-François Déziel, David Kilburn, Ivana

Milicevic, Dave Saint-Pierre. Music : Vivaldi, Led
Zeppelin, Rammstein. Lighting and management: Marc
Parent. At the Agora de la danse at 8 p.m. until
Saturday, June 9.

ANDRÉE M A R T I N

H o w  d o e s  o n e  p a y  t r i b u t e  t o  a  w o r k  a s
p u r e  a n d  e s s e n t i a l  a s  t h i s  c r e a t i o n  b y  

Daniel  Léveil lé  ;  This is a quartet that succeeds
in presenting what is most direct and true about the
body and nudity. Amour, Acide et Noix is clearly
about being and not the appearance of being; it is a
work that reinvests the body with all of its beauty, and
being with all of its strength and human dignity. Often
immobile but always bristling with life and sensitivi-
ty, the dancers become the catalysts of a somewhat for-
gotten physical and human reality, one in which the
body is never more or less than the ultimate reposito-
ry of essential truth for every sensitive being. By giv-
ing the body – or giving it back – its voice, Léveillé suc-
ceeds, all at once, in touching on human being as a
whole.

Yet the gestural patterns are simple. From an
unmoving body, movement emerges: a simple gesture,
two, sometimes three consecutive gestures, rarely
more. A run, a second-position grand plié, a tendu, a
jump, a lift, etc. – these are the elements which, in
recurring fashion, slowly inhabit the stage. This is a

dance devoid of seductive ruses; the sincerity of its
actions – the real jumps, the actual physical contact
between its partners, the complete and continuous
nudity, and the distilled choreography and staging –
confer a beauty altogether strange, evanescent and
intangible on this work for three men and one woman. 

By having the bodies relate to one another and to
the space around them in this particularly refined man-
ner, Léveillé reminds us that human beings are con-
tained within a physical body, and through this body
are able to live, express themselves, and be touched by
happiness and misfortune alike. By way of a languid
pace, an immobility and obvious candour, the choreog-
rapher gives us time to read the bodies, see them, deci-
pher them and apprehend them in all their strength and
complexity. Perhaps this is why Amour, acide et noix
evokes such a pleasing sense of simplicity in the view-
er. This is also what obviously leads us to conclude that
the artist did not look beyond the body in this piece, but
chose instead to work squarely with it and through it –
with the body, the muscles, even going beneath the skin.

In this choreography built around the nude body –
not clothed and subsequently denuded – Daniel Léveillé
gives us nothing to look at but the body and the human
being that lives inside of it. No more, and certainly no
less. For these bodies live, breathe, run, stretch out on
the ground, get up again, wait, perhaps secretly hoping,
then leave for a moment before coming back, as real,
pure and touching as before; these bodies, at times close
to Greek statuary, become the living expression of ten-
derness and hardness, desire and reality. 

Translated by TOM DONOVAN

L E  D E V O I R .  W E D N E S D A Y  6  J U N E  2 0 0 1
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A peine l'obscurité tombe-t-elle comme un couperet sur la
dernière image de Neverland, pièce chorégraphiée par
Nasser Martin-Gousset, qu'une déferlante d'applaudisse-
ments envahit le plateau de la petite salle de la MC 93 à
Bobigny.
Présenté le 25 mai, lors de la première journée des
Rencontres chorégraphiques internationales de Seine-Saint-
Denis, ce remake chorégraphique du roman d'Emily Brontë
Les Hauts de Hurlevent place d'emblée la barre émotion-
nelle très haut. Le film introductif de la pièce - un lent travel-
ling en plongée sur un paysage de forêts - donne certes dans

Neverland place les Rencontres
sous le signe de la passion et de la folie

Rencontres chorégraphiques internationales de Seine-Saint-Denis
Jusqu'au 8 juin

la facilité. Mais ce parti
pris romantique ostenta-
toire, délicieusement
ironique aussi, ne tient le
choc que dans un bras
de fer avec une struc-
ture narrative serrée.
Noyautée autour de la
passion et de la destruc-
tion amoureuse, l'his-
toire d'Heathcliff (Nas-
ser Martin-Gousset, plus
que beau avec sa silhou-
ette déjetée et son
inquiétante rage in-
térieure) qui veut Cathy

Rosita Boisseau

LE MONDE ,PARIS – JUNE 6 2002

Courage - or at least a kind of resistance - is essen-
tial for the four dancers (three men and one woman)
in Amour, acide et noix by the Canadian Daniel
Léveillé. Stark naked for an hour's duration, they
occupy the stage on a war footing, weilding a chore-
ographic score carved with an axe. One step after
another, a pirouette followed by a jump, without any
link between, they spell out a restrained set of move-
ments against the music of Vivaldi. The discrepancy
between the deliberate baldness of the vocabulary
and the richness of the music - a veritable trial for the
body - releases a rage hard as steel and, paradoxi-
cally, soft as the skin. T R A N S L AT E D  B Y D .  PAT R I C K

(Barbara Manzetti) qu'épouse Edgar (Samuel Dutertre) dont
la sœur Isabelle (Barbara Schlittler) finit par se marier avec
Heathcliff, ressemble à un combat de fauves blessés à mort.
Dans un ring circulaire en métal, les corps s'entrechoquent,
fourbissent des gestes qui trouent et qui tranchent. La danse
chez Nasser Martin-Gousset avance armée d'un sens pro-
fond. Plus que d'amour, Neverland parle d'impuissance, de
haine de soi et de cette errance sauvage qu'est la folie.
Relayée en direct par des caméras, cette exacerbation des
personnages fait l'objet d'une traduction visuelle hallucinée
qui amplifie l'impact de l'action.
A l'inverse, la proposition danse-musique-vidéo Mode
Oscillation Over Drive, cosignée par la chorégraphe Laure
Bonicel, le musicien Gérôme Nox et la vidéaste Cécile

Babiole, campe dans l'interaction la plus plate, matraquant
l'espace de sons, d'images et de gestes. Pris en sandwich
entre deux écrans identiques, le corps de la danseuse ne
sert que d'activateur à un appareillage technologique. Quant
au spectateur, il devient l'otage d'une machine spectaculaire
qui l'aveugle (au sens figuré), le rend sourd (au sens propre)
et lui laisse peu d'issue personnelle.
Heureusement, la chorégraphe Nathalie Pernette, parfaite
dans son autoportrait intitulé Je ne sais pas, sait la valeur
des failles, des suspens qui distendent sa gestuelle de mari-
onnette pour laisser échapper un monologue intérieur au

bord de l'égarement. Sur
le versant de la déraison,
Elu, danseur-chorgraphe
sud-africain et blanc, tra-
vaillant en collaboration
avec le vidéaste-per-
fomer Steven Cohen, ne
tergiverse pas dans
Faune I et II : sur pointes
ou dans de vertigineuses
chaussures à talon, cul
nu et cramponné à une
prothèse sexuelle majes-
tueuse, il brandit sa prob-
lématique identité avec
une témérité bluffante.

Du courage aussi, du moins une certaine résistance, est
nécessaire aux quatre interprètes (trois hommes et une
femme) d'Amour, acide et noix du Canadien Daniel Léveillé.
Nus comme la main pendant une heure, ils occupent le
plateau au pas de charge pour brandir une partition choré-
graphique taillée à la hache. Un pas après l'autre, une pirou-
ette enchaînant sur un saut, sans aucun liant entre chaque
mouvement, ils égrènent un alphabet limité sur du Vivaldi.
Cet hiatus entre la volontaire pauvreté du vocabulaire
gestuel et la richesse musicale, véritable mise à l'épreuve
des corps, libère une rage sèche et paradoxalement douce
comme la peau.
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NEW YORK -- Does nudity recognize a language barrier?

Nudity saturates our culture. Yesterday at my local gay bar,
each of the two-for-one drink chits had a naked porn star on
it. We see naked bodies in the locker room, the life drawing
class, in photos of death camps, strippers, high art odalisque,
the intimacy of a lover in the bath, the anatomy textbook. And
there's plenty of nudity in post-modern dance. At times, the
nudity in Daniel Leveille's "Amour, acide et noix" (seen last
week at Danspace Project at St. Mark's Church) suggests all
those sites. Yet it is unlike any of them. The four pale-skinned
bodies (Frederic Boivin, David Kilburn, Ivana Milicevic and
Dave St-Pierre) are uncannily beautiful for one thing, lit by
Marc Parent against the creamy white columns of the church
and its glowing wooden floor.

These naked dancers sift through a series of duets and solos,
all with a liberal use of stasis. One figure jumps suddenly,
usually with great force, to be caught in mid-air or pushed
through space by a partner, for an effect similar to a quartet
seen in Brian Brooks's recent Streb-inflected work. Or the
figures pose in totemic, athletic stances, slowly curling into a
fetal shell while a variety of music (Vivaldi to Led Zeppelin)
plays at a variety of sound levels. 
The paintings of Francis Bacon come to mind, wherein
riotous, anthropomorphic brushstrokes are made vulnerable
by the rigidity of their architectural framing. There's some-
thing clinical, almost antiseptic, to the dancers' presence:
intensely aware, yet congenial, childlike, innocent. 

Like the stripped insides of a clock, the simple mechanics of
the human body are revealed. We see a machine made of
levers, a computer made of meat. At times the dancers sim-
ply stand, watching us as acutely as we're watching them.
Adopting a deceptive neutrality before crouching to pounce
or fly. 

Within this structure they seem to need each other the way
babies do. I see an affectionate and funny duet for Kilburn
and St-Pierre through the lens of being the youngest of four
brothers and something elusive and elemental in me
responds, a complex emotional reaction that leaves me clum-
sy and inarticulate. On the walk home I analyze this atypical
wordlessness. I think maybe it is the dancers' remarkable
blank serenity that makes the work so powerful. Their
unflinching vulnerability, so unashamed, so unapologetic. 

I am able to identify two brief moments as the source of my
feelings. Somewhere during more than an hour of unnatural
equilibrium, released into gravity, held but not rigid, Milicevic
allows her arm to dangle naturally while in Boivin's arms. This
response to the momentum of being caught suddenly looks
unbearably fragile. And in the men's duet mentioned above,
St-Pierre lifts his hands above his head to the much taller
Kilburn, like a toddler indicating, "Help me" or "Carry me."

Only the next morning does the complex arrangement of feel-
ings inside me clarify. I have felt this before and am able to
name it. It is heartbreak.

By Chris Dohse

THE DANCE INSIDER , NEW YORK – 16 apr i l  2003

F I G U R E  S T U D I E S BODY L ANGUAGE FROM DANIEL LEVEILLE 
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Watch naked people dance, and you become a voyeur.
The sight isn't common, and it's hard to avoid focusing over-
much on the one male body part that spectacularly defies
choreographic control. Daniel Léveillé, whose Montreal-
based company performed at Danspace Project St. Mark's,
takes spectatorship into account. So does choreographer
Erwin Kokkelkoren, who with Bert Oele directs the Dutch
dance-theater group Les Enfants Terribles, recently closed at
La MaMa. The four nude dancers in Léveillé's Amour, acide,
et noix don't just invite our gaze, they demand it. After a very
slow fade up of Marc Parent's lighting, they march forward in
a clump and stare at us. We stare back: Frédéric Boivin, tall
and bald; David Kilburn, tall and not bald; Dave St-Pierre, the
smallest man; and Ivana Milicevic, the woman. Their bodies
are not sculptural objects, despite the enhancing lighting;
they are vulnerably human. But tough. 

Léveillé's choreography alienates the performers from
their own bodies. All the moves in their minimal vocabulary
are abrupt, isolated by pauses. They hunker, they jump and
land heavily, they wrench themselves into turns so violently
that they have trouble stopping. They twist and lift one leg
behind them, they stand and confront us, they turn around
and kneel to offer us their butts. They gasp until they have to
exhale. And they do this mostly to the lusciously flowing
music of Vivaldi's The Four Seasons. 

With one another, they are usually businesslike. Milicevic
positions St-Pierre's hands so he can assist her jump, then
gestures to him to put his foot in her hand so she can toss
him. There are many such encounters and only one smooth,
slow passage in which they roll on the floor, packed close as
sardines. Tenderness surfaces rarely: a quick kiss, a lick, a
moment in which St-Pierre, behind Kilburn, worms his way
between the taller man's arm and body to nestle against him. 

All this is as disturbing as it is compelling. Léveillé isn't
just showing passive spectators a world of naked people; he
forces us into the participatory act of confronting our taboos
and desires.

Photo Rolline Laporte

THE VILLAGE VOICE , NEW YORK CITY -  APRIL 23 – 29 2003

TA K E  I T  O F F
BY DEBORAH JOWITT
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The human
condition,
warts and all

DANCE

Amour, acide et noix
Daniel Léveillé Danse
At Premiere Dance Theatre
In Toronto on Thursday

REVIEWED BY PAULA CITRON

ontreal choreographer
Daniel Léveillé has al-
ways been a rugged indi-
vidualist of Quebecois

relationships, or the lack of them,
and how people are affected in the 
very core of their being by a driving 
need for both solitude and human
interaction. The title, roughly
translated in the vernacular, means 
"Love, sour and dreadful," and that 
is what we see with increasing fre-
quency within the episodic piece. 

After forcing the audience to look 
at a black-box empty stage for
some uncomfortable minutes, the
four dancers march out in lock-
step formation. This is the herd in-
stinct of the young and vigorous.
They are, however, also awkward
and halting. There is nothing gra-
cious, or lyrical, or accomplished
about their movement. Rather, Lé-
veillé has deliberately given his
dancers staccato bursts of energy
in the form of jumps, leaps and
squats, punctuated by off-balance
spins, or ungainly perches on one
leg. It is almost as if they are trying
to think of their next move, but are
propelled by instinct before they
can formalize a thought. Their
faces show no emotion, but we are
acutely aware of their intense con-
centration and physical strain.

The important throughline is
Dave St-Pierre. He is the smallest 
and most wiry of the three men,
and he represents the raging hor-
mones of youth that are both needy
and destructive. The other dancers
— tvana Milicevic, Frederic Boivin
and David Kilburn — perform
alone or in a group. Only St-Pierre
is given a duet with each of them,
and as the pas de deux unfold, he

M
dance, and his all-nude Amour,
acide et noix is vintage fare. During
his almost 25-year career, Léveillé
has never pandered to pretentious
Eurotrash sensibilities like many of
his French-Canadian colleagues.
Rather, he has remained true to his
overriding principle of exploring
the human condition through
dance that is raw, immediate and
vulnerable. In Amour, acide et noix,
four naked dancers have nothing to
hide behind but their own skin.

Léveillé does not have the quar- 
tet perform in the buff so we can 
admire the naked, well-trained 
body in the abstract, or enjoy the
purity of movement as art for art's 
sake. Rather, he has shed costumes 
because unadorned, the dancers 
become more threatening and 
threatened. Nowhere is this clearer 
than when they come out dressed 
for the curtain call. The clothes 
transform them back to the 
masked ordinary. Naked, they are 
wired coils of tension-filled, un-
concealed truth.

The hour-long piece grows more 
disturbing by stages. Léveillé's 
premise is a warts-and-all look at 

becomes more physically manipu-
lative.

He begins with Milicevic, who is
his mirror image in size, and she
forces physical moves on him —
making him lift her, for example. In
the next duet with the taller Boivin,
St-Pierre begins to flex his own
strength, slowly taking over the di-
rection of the movement. By the
time he gets to Kilburn, the tallest
and strongest, the archetypal St-Pi-
erre has learned his power-game
lessons well, and he is now the or-
chestrator.

The violent storm music from
Vivaldi's The Four Seasons repeats
for each duet to underscore the in-
ner passion of the couplings, but it
is an emotional roller coaster that
the two cannot express openly or
willingly. When the four dance all
together in synchronization, they
derive no comfort from the exer-
cise. Marc Parent's moody lighting
is nothing short of brilliant as it
mirrors the darkness and shadows
of our souls.

Perhaps the most fascinating as-
pect of the piece is that it is non-
gender specific. This cast includes
one women and three men, but
Amour, acide et noix could be per-
formed with any combination be-
cause it is not sexual. The very na-
kedness ensures that. The dancers
are not men and women, but mi-
crocosms for humanity as a whole.

Amour, acide et noix, continues at
Toronto's Premiere Dance Theatre
through tonight.

THE GLOBE AND MAIL,
SATURDAY, MARCH 13, 2004

The Daniel Léveillé Danse quartet: Unadorned, the
dancers become more threatening and threatened.

JOHN MORSTAD / THE GLOBE AND MAIL

R8 •  REVIEW DANCE
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TRILOGIE 
Amour acide et noix, The Modesty of Icebergs, Twilight of the Oceans 

 
Anatomie de l’imperfection (Anatomy of Imperfection) 
When the Body Delivers a Confession 
 
Nudity reveals the human soul well beyond a simple physical intimacy. Daniel Léveillé has proven it with 
three choreographies that have captivated a broad spectrum of audiences in recent years: Amour, acide et 
noix1 (2001), La pudeur des icebergs (2004) and Crépuscule des océans (2007). In this trilogy, organic life 
is mirrored in the skin of dancers submitted to impossible physical requirements – with no chance to hide 
behind expressiveness or aesthetic form. Here, imperfection is the watchword. Reflected in the difficulty in 
executing movements, in the repeated gestures and effort – the essential vulnerability of being methodically 
laid bare. This is a descent into the archaic depths to expose the implacable dimension of the human 
condition.  
 
Anatomie de l’imperfection is rooted in the aesthetic of violence developed in Utopie, a work for 18 dancers 
created in 1997 in a university context. Here, the performers dressed up to appear younger. Their difficulties 
with relationships foreshadow the existential solitude and irrepressible desire for contact expressed in 
Amour, acide et noix. In 2001, Daniel Léveillé chose to do away the accessories of identity – costumes and 
makeup – in favour of a broader reading of the meaning of this new work. Three men and a woman enter 
and exit the stage martial-like to deliver a succession of solos and duos executed within the restrained 
space of a square. Each movement is wrested from immobility. No push-off is permitted to perform the 
jumps – the piece’s main motif, together with touch. The same effort is made to lift off and to land. The 
gesture is sharp and precise, the choreographic writing hard-edged and choppy – a trend that culminates in 
Léveillé’s 2004 work, La pudeur des icebergs. 
 
At the heart of this second piece are the running steps, the lift, the fall and trio work. The empty space, the 
harsh light and Chopin’s 24 preludes playing softly in the background eliminate all possibility of the bodies 
clinging to something to soften the presence of self and other. The choreographic structure has an 
implacable mathematical quality. Five men and a woman perform in groups of three in a space featuring an 
area where, even at rest, the dancers witness the action, remaining active even in immobility. The stasis is 
enhanced by the length of the tableaus succeeding one another like so many slices of life. No seduction 
and no rivalry – just the effort to be oneself and share the space with others. The approaches eventually 
soften, and contact is achieved. The broad visual sweep from the back to the front of the stage at regular 
intervals foreshadows the danced waves of Crépuscule des océans. 
 
After Vivaldi and Chopin, Daniel Léveillé tackles Beethoven in the final part of Anatomie de l’imperfection. 
Lighting designer Jean Jauvin takes over from Marc Parent, who created the lighting for the first two pieces 
in the trilogy. Jauvin brings a softer, more enigmatic atmosphere to bear on Crépuscule des océans. Once 
again, some physical and dynamic qualities are pushed to the extreme. Legs outstretched to the limit on 
demi-pointe, five male and two female dancers rend the air in great battements (beating) and raging kicks. 
The placement of the body is almost ballet-like, yet technical perfection remains elusive. Here, the space is 
no longer concentrated on confrontation between bodies. Rather, Daniel Léveillé opens it up to 
choreograph it with complex geometrical configurations composed of dancers grouped into pairs. At times, 
the choreographic writing loosens up and the movement becomes more fluid. The nudity no longer justified, 
the costume emphasizes the work of the legs. A calming effect takes hold as the cycle ends and the fire 
dies down again. 
 

                                                
1 Amour, acide et noix received a Dora Mavor Moore Prize in 2004 and the 2005 Public Prize 
awarded by the Croatian Movement & Dance Institute. 
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PRESS EXCERPTS: 
 
 
AMOUR, ACIDE ET NOIX 
« …[Daniel Léveillé] has remained true to his overriding principle of exploring the human condition through dance that 
is raw, immediate and vulnerable. The dancers are not men and women, but microcosms for humanity as a whole. » - 
The Globe and Mail, Toronto 
 
« All this is as disturbing as it is compelling. Léveillé isn't just showing passive spectators a world of naked people; he 
forces us into the participatory act of confronting our taboos and desires. » - The Village Voice, New York 
 
« … [Daniel Léveillé] challenges us with a choreography that captures the imagination. » - Der Standard, Vienna 
 
« … releases a rage hard as steel and, paradoxically, soft as the skin. » - Le Monde, Paris 
 
« Amour, acide et noix is clearly about being and not the appearance of being; it is a work that reinvests the body with 
all of its beauty, andbeing with all of its strength and human dignity By giving the body – or giving it back – its voice, 
Léveillé succeeds, all at once, in touching on human being as a whole. » - Le Devoir, Montréal 
 
« Only the next morning does the complex arrangement of feelings inside me clarify. I have felt this before and am 
able to name it. It is heartbreak. » - The Dance Insider, New York 
 
«The dancers are not men and women, but microcosms for humanity as a whole.» - The Globe and Mail, Toronto 
 
 
THE MODESTY OF ICEBERGS 
« In order to truly experience, or encounter, this dance performance, one cannot be caught up in the process of 
deciphering multi-layered meanings, rather, one undertakes the lengthy task of deconstructing the community of bodie 
as a community broken by language and rediscovered in the archaic gestures of exposure and trust. »  
- Spirale magazine, Montréal 
 
« An evening of enigmatic and fascinating purity. » -Die Presse, Vienne 
 
« ... why is it that such recognizable emotions glint through the pure physicality of The Modesty of Icebergs? … Mr. 
Léveillé has truly created a dance that communicates the extraordinary effort required to simply live.» 
- The New York Times, New York 
 
« One could not have connected the religious and the scientific interpretation of the origin of life more felicitous in one 
hour. » - General Anzeiger, Bonn 
 
 
TWILIGHT OF THE OCEANS 
« The seven dancers attack each move, as an animal would attack its prey…A true stroke of genius: Beethoven’s 
sonatas, absolutely perfect for this essentially non-lyrical piece, add a magical rhythm and vitality … For all of this, 
Twilight of the Oceans is undoubtedly one of Léveillé’s most accomplished works in recent years.»  
- Le Devoir, Montréal 
 
« The purity of these unadorned actions takes my breath away … Léveillé’s work allies people with elemental forces – 
rocks enduring the tide, tectonic plates shifting. » - The Village Voice, New York 
 
« somewhere between the human and the beast of burden … But sooner or later, the riveting power of this creation 
ends up submerging the spectator in its hypnotic depths, in some strange, inexplicable way. If not during the 
performance itself, sometime soon thereafter. » - La Presse, Montréal 
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